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Conclusion: In the present study, the identification of the main metabolites in negative mode permitted us to point out that it was possible to discriminate Coffea
species and subspecies by analysing their metabolomics profile. Among the identified metabolites, several chlorogenic acids or (epi)catechin derivates were found  
discriminant. 

Introduction: Because of their high content of caffeine, chlorogenic acids and other polyphenols, coffee seeds are widely used as beverage but also in
cosmetic and food industries. In this study we focused on coffee leaves used to make infusions consumed essentially for medical purposes. We performed
metabolomics studies in order to obtain more information about the metabolite biosynthetic pathways and by this fact to improve the composition of
future diet supplements.
All the studied plants were grown in tropical greenhouses with the same environmental and edaphic conditions. Metabolomics fingerprints of the mature
leaves of 9 Coffea species (and sub-species) have been undertaken by LC-HRMS analyses in negative ion mode. Then, a comprehensive statistical workflow
was designed. It served for univariate hypothesis testing and multivariate modeling by PCA and partial PLS-DA on the Workflow4Metabolomics
infrastructure. This strategy permitted to investigate the metabolomics data and their relationship with botanical data.
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Results: All nine clusters
of each species studied
were observed on both
PCA and PLS-DA score
plots. The results
presented show a good
discrimination between
clusters. For each studied
species levels of the three
main chlorogenic acids
were monitored by
univariate analysis.


